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i-spraywash HACCP Australia Certified for Use in Food Establishments
Sydney, NSW: i-team ANZ has received another significant vote of confidence for their foam
cleaning system, i-spraywash. After successfully completing the HACCP evaluation program,
the i-spraywash gun and cleaning tablets are now certified by HACCP Australia as compliant
and suitable for use within the food industry.
HACCP Australia is a leading food science organisation, specialising in the HACCP food safety
methodology and its applications within the food and related non-food industries. This
certification is highly recognised in the food industry and allows the i-spraywash to be used
for cleaning food production plants, kitchens and cooking facilities.
Steve Bagshaw, i-team ANZ Regional Ambassador, says “We are excited to announce HACCP
certification for i-spraywash foam cleaning system to support its introduction to the ANZ
market. The HACCP Australia program confirms the suitability of i-spraywash for cleaning in
the food industry, building on its most popular application which is washroom cleaning. ispraywash gained rapid market acceptance in Europe due to the efficiency and effectiveness
of the system, and we are seeing the same for ANZ.”
About i-spraywash
The i-spraywash is a revolutionary foaming cleaning system which significantly reduces
washroom and kitchen cleaning time. Faster, safer, lighter, and with lower environmental
impact than many of its competitors, the i-spraywash foaming gun dispenses highly
consistent Active Foam. Active Foam bubbles are lighter, cleaning longer on vertical
services, providing optimal results compared to heavy conventional foam bubbles which run
quickly to the ground. For more product information, please see the website.
About i-team: i-team Global is a company based in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, and is a
global leader in the manufacture, marketing and sale of innovative professional cleaning
equipment and solutions. The goal for every i-team product is to make cleaning of
commercial, health, aged care and educational environments faster, cleaner, safer, greener
and better. i-team ANZ is based in Sydney, distributing through a selected network of
partners across Australia and New Zealand.

